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heading for the top of Beinn Sgulaird and
they agreed we could follow them. My heart
sank. It was already 4:30pm and it would be
dark by 9:30. I was exhausted and was sure
we’d need that full five hours, moving at my
pace, to get back down from where we
were just now. I kept my disappointment to
myself, however, and followed on. I knew
we’d missed this summit before and didn’t
want to let Abel and Lynn down. Abel asked
if I was ok to continue and I said I was. We
were soon on our way off the summit of
Meall Garbh on a steep rocky descent of a
hundred feet or so. By the time we reached
the Bealach at the bottom, it was very
apparent I couldn’t keep pace with the
others. Abel darted forward to the last man
of the other group. They had a quick
conversation and then he came back to me
and Lynn and said we should turn around.
As we scrambled back up through the
rocks to start our return journey, I was
nervous but relieved at the same time. We
were going to be descending in the dark for
sure, but we should be off the top, on a
familiar path by the time darkness fell. We
all carried head torches and walking in the
dark was nothing new to us. I knew there
was the steep grassy ravine which cut
through the lower half of the mountain that
we’d have to cross on the descent but, as
long as we could make the other side of that
ravine in relative daylight, we should be fine.
Back on Meall Garbh, we gathered our
thoughts and prepared for the long return to
the car. The mood was generally one of
disappointment and frustration. None of us
liked missing a summit. To fail to make the
same
one
twice
was
a
major
disappointment. We’d have to come back
and do all this for a third time.
By the time we got back to the first summit,
the sun had started to set, but I knew it was
a short and relatively straightforward walk to
reach the ravine and I was confident we’d
make it in daylight. We climbed into the
ravine at dusk. There was still enough light
to see and scramble down the path and
follow it up the other side. Darkness fell as
we took a short rest just after the ravine.
There was about 1000ft of descent along a
steep but straightforward path to get to the
walk out. My legs by this time were getting
weaker by the step and our pace was
agonisingly slow. I tightened up the knee
supports I was wearing on both knees, we
strapped on our head torches and
continued our descent.
Except for the low cloud, the weather had
been good to us that day. The night was
clear and dry as we plodded on down
towards the walk out. Abel and Lynn had the
patience of a saint with my slow pace. They

both stayed with me and Lynn kept a lively
conversation going, full of encouragement
as always.
A few weeks later, with my youngest
daughter Julia a welcome addition to our
team, we summited Beinn Sgulaird on our
third attempt. Because of my own lack of
fitness, the pace was extremely slow but, by
this time, we were well used to it. We would
need twelve hours. Six up and six down. As
the attempt was mid-summer, we had the
daylight to get up and back down past the
ravine before dark. The weather was good,
and we were able to stick to our schedule.
Abel had brought the map this time but,
apart from him giving some map reading
lessons to Julia, we didn’t need it.

myself and putting Abel and Lynn at risk
trying to find and help me.
• Walking anywhere off Meall Garbh in
extremely poor visibility without knowing
where we were going had a high likelihood
of a dangerous fall.
• Lingering too long high on the mountain
during any of the attempts would have
meant crossing a steep grassy ravine with
100ft drops in the dark. Again, creating a
significant risk of a fall.
With every scenario above comes the risk
of death or serious injury and, of course,
puts others, such as the emergency
services or mountain rescue at risk, having
to retrieve what would have been left of us.
For Abel and I, and anyone we climb with,

Looking back, I would say it had been
something of a siege to make the top of
Beinn Sgulaird. The lack of map had cost us
but there weren’t too many other mistakes
besides that. A lot of our decisions erred on
the side of caution and meant additional
ascents of the mountain, but changing any
one of those key decisions could have led to
a much worse outcome.
• Had they persevered with the first
attempt, Abel, Lynn, or both could have
suffered a serious fall, off balance in the
wind.
• Had I turned back solo at the first summit
on the second attempt, I could have got lost,
suffered a fall or both resulting in injury to

this is why we tend to turn back when things
start to go off. Trying to avoid the frustration
of an extra attempt on a mountain could
result in a tragedy. Like Beinn Sgulaird, we
normally get our mountain even if it takes a
few attempts. You don’t need to touch the
top of a mountain to enjoy the challenge and
escape of climbing in them and every day is
a lesson, summit or not. The mountains, as
they say, will always be there another day. ✪
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